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1. Introduction 
We consider in this note only finite, simple undirected graphs G = (V, E) with 
n(G) = n = IV\. The terminology follows that in [l]. 
For a E V we denote by N(a) the set of all vertices adjacent to a. More 
generally we define N(A) = lJaeA N(a) f or arbitrary subsets A c V and N(A) = 
N(A) UA. As usual we write d(u) for the degree of a E V and 6(G) = 6 = 
min,,,d(u), A(G) = A = max,,v d(u). Since G is simple, we have IN(u)] = d(u) 
and IN(u)/ = d(u) + 1. 
We call a set D E V a dominating set of G iff N(D) = V. /3(G) = min{lD] 1 D a 
dominating set} is called the domination number of G. 
We call a set S c V strongly independent, iff &‘(a) n N(b) = 0 for any two 
distinct vertices a, b E S and g(G) = max{lSl 1 S strongly independent} the strong 
independence number of G. 
If G is a graph without isolated vertices, then Ore [2] has proved in 1962 
2p(G) s n (I) 
and Payan [3] in 1975 
2/3(G)cnf2-6 (2) 
and 
p(G) s 
(n-1-A)(n-2-6)+2 
n-l (3) 
Beyond it Payan [3] communicated without proof the inequality 
2P(G)sn+l-6 (4) 
for the graphs without isolated vertices not isomorphic to the complement of a 
one-regular graph or with at least one component not isomorphic to a square. 
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In this note we shall give some new estimations of p(G) as 
2/3(G)~n+l- 
A(6 - 1) 
6 ’ 
2_P(G) s it - (6 - 2)@(G) (6) 
and we shall prove (4). The inequality (5) is a generalization of (2) and in many 
cases, for example if A L 3n/8, (5) is better than (3). 
Lemma 1. Let G = (V, E) be a graph and V, G V a subset. By G,, : = G[V,] we 
denote the induced subgraph of G. We consider further the set Z,, of isolated 
vertices of G - V, and the subgruph GO : = GIVO U Z,]. Then 
33(G) s n(G) - IV,1 + 33(‘%) - lZOl , (7) 
Proof. We have 
p(G) 6 p(GcJ + p(G - (VI U Z,)). 
Since the subgraph G - (VO U Z,) has no isolated vertices, (1) implies 
2p(G - (Vo U Z,)) s IV\(V, U &)I = n - IW - l&d . 
From these two inequalities (7) follows. 0 
2. Estimations of _S(&,) -/?(G,) 
In this section G has no isolated vertices. In (7) occurs the domination number 
_B(GO) of the subgraph G’,. In many cases the domination number /3(G,J of Go 
may be computed much easier than /3(G0). For this reason we shail give three 
estimations of the difference p(GO) - &Go). 
This can be done in the following manner. First let Do G V, be a dominating set 
for G,, with ID,,1 = fi(GJ. Now we search for a “small” subset D’ c V, with 
N(D’) 2 ZO. Then 6’ U Do is a dominating set of G,, and therefore 
_P(Go) - _B(GJ = @cJ - l&l s P’I . (8) 
In the case Z0 = B we have Go = Go and @(Go) - p(G,J = 0. We now shall restrict 
ourselves to the case Z, f 0. 
2.1. First Method 
Let 0 #D’ c_ N(Z,) be minimal with respect to the property N(D’) 2 ZO. To 
a E D’ there exists a vertex z E Z0 with N(z) fl D’ = {a}, otherwise N(D’\{a}) 1 
ZO. From D’ 5 N(ZcJ\(N(z)\{a}) we conclude 
ID’1 =s Iw3I - IWNa)l~ Iw3I - (6 - 1). 
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2.2. Second Method 
For a E N(Z,) let d’(a) : = IN(a) fl ZOl. If a, E N(Z,) is a vertex with d’(ao) = 
A’ : = max{d’(a) 1 a E N(Z,)}, then from 
6 lZol s 2 44 = .EgzO, d’(a) s A’ IN( 
2eZo 
we deduce d’(ao) 5 (6 IZol)/(lN(Zo)l). Now choose to every z E Zo\N(ao) a 
vertex a adjacent to z. All these a E N(Z,) together with a0 yield a set D’ with 
N(D’) 2 Z, and 
ID’1 s 1 + IZoW(ao)l = 1 + lZol - d’(ao). 
If we denote for every real number x by [xl the least integer &X and by 1x1 the 
greatest integer CC, we obtain 
6 IZOI P’I s IZOI + l- IN( * 1 1 
2.3. Third Method 
Put k: = [IN(Z,)I/G] E N. That means k6 s IN( C (k + 1)6. Now we write 
lZol = 2A + p with non-negative integers A, p which are unique determined as 
follows: 
Case 1. If (Zol s k put )c = 0 and p = IZol. 
Case 2. If IZo( > k let k - 1 s p G k and by these inequalities L is well defined. 
It is not difficult to see: 3L = [f(lZ,l - k)]. 
If )c > 0, choose a subset Zr E Z. with IZ,I = k + 1. There are at least 
6(k + 1) > IN( edges incident with the vertices of Zr. Hence there must be 
two distinct vertices 6,, b2 E Zr, which are adjacent to a single vertex a, E N(Z,). 
If 3, > 1 we repeat this consideration and choose a subset Z2 E Z,\{b,, b2} with 
lZ21 = k + 1. We find again two vertices b3, b4 E Z2 adjacent to an a2 E N(Z,), not 
necessary distinct from a,. We continue this procedure A. times and obtain 2A 
elements bl, . . . , bu E Z. and vertices al, . . . , aA E N(Z,) with b2,,_1, b2v E ZV(a,,) 
for v=l,. . . , A. Finally , as in the case A = 0 select to each of the remaining p 
vertices b21+1, . . . , b,,,, E Z. adjacent vertices aA+l, . . . , aA+a E N(Z,). Then 
D’:= {al,...,a n+p} has the property: N(D’) 3 Z. together with 
JD’I s A + p = ;(lZ,l + ,u) S b(lZ,l + k). 
We summarize our inequalities 
p(Go) - P(Go) SS lWZo)l + 1 - 4 
_B(Go) - /Wo) s Izol + 1 - $$ 9 
I 1 
~(G,-~(GoFi(IZoI + [+]l. 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
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There are examples which show that each of these inequalities may be better than 
the other two. Moreover, there are examples for which in (9), (10) and (11) 
equality holds. For instance, if IN( = 6, (9) and (10) yield _B(G,J - &Go) s 1. 
3. Main results 
In this section we only consider graphs G without isolated vertices. With the 
aid of Section 2 we can rewrite Lemma 1 as follows: 
Theorem 2. Let V,, ZO, G,, and Go us in Lemma 1 and put a,: = 2(/3(Go) - 
@(Go)) - lZol, then 
2/3(G) s n - IV01 + 2/3(G,) + a,. (12) 
In this inequality a0 satisfies 
a, =5 2 IN( - )Zol - 2(6 - 1) (Z, # 0) (13) 
6 IZOI 
00 s IZOI + 2 - 2 IN( I 1 G # 0) 
uo ~ INZo)I 
I 1 6 .
(14) 
(15) 
Clearly a0 = 0, if Z. = 0. 
Let A be a subset of V. We now choose especially V. : = N(A) and write Z(A), 
u(A) instead of Zo, a,. Trivially /3(Go) < IAl. Thus from (12) we obtain 
inequalities (16) and (17) of 
Theorem 3. 
2p(G) 6 n + IAl - (N(A)\AI + u(A) 
and in the case, that A consists of a single vertex a: 
2jI(G) d n + 1 - d(u) + u(a). 
Using inequality (15), we can specialize (16) and (17) to 
(16) 
(17) 
2p(G)Gn+IAl-(6-l) 
IWAM 
6 , 
2/3(G)<n+l-(6-l);. 
(18) 
Proof. We see from N(Z(A)) E N(A)M and (15), that u(A) s (IN(A)\Al)/& and 
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so (18) follows from (16). In the special case A = {a} we have lN(a)\{a}l = 
IN(a)1 = d(u) and obtain 2p(G) d n + 1 - (6 - 1) y. If we take a vertex a E V 
with d(u) = A, we see that (5) is valid. Cl 
Theorem 4. The domination number /3(G) and the strong independence number 
g(G) of u graph G are related by the inequality: 
2_B(G) s n - (6 - 2)@(G). (6) 
Proof. Let A c V be a strong independent set with IAl = g(G). Then we find 
IWM = PV)I = 1.2 Wdi = aTA IN(a aTA d(a) 3 6 I4 . 
Now (6) follows from (18). •i 
The next theorem is based on the following simple 
Lemma 5. For an arbitrary subset A E V the inequality 
IN@(A))1 6 (A* + 1) IAl 
is valid. 
(19) 
Theorem 6. For the strong independence number g(G) we have 
Proof. Let A c V be a strong independent subset with IAl = (y(G). By the 
maximality of A, for every y E V is m(y) n N(A) # 0, since otherwise the set 
A U {y} would be strong independent. Therefore N@(A)) = V and (19) gives us 
n = I&@(A))1 s (A* + 1) IAl = (A* + l)&(G). Cl 
Theorems 4 and 6 yield at once 
Corollary 7. Zf G is a graph without isolated vertices, then 
2/3(G) s n - 
n(6 - 2) 
A*+1 ’ 
4. A proof of inequality (4) 
Theorem 8. Zf G D connected and not isomorphic to the complement of a 
one-regular graph, then 
2/3(G)Sn+l-6. (4) 
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Remark. If G is the complement of a one-regular graph, then n is even, 
n = 6 + 2 and p(G) = 2. So (4) does not hold. 
Proof of Theorem 8. Let a E V be a vertex with d(a) = 6, then we have by (17) 
2/3(G)sn+l-6+a(a). (20) 
If Z(a) = 0, clearly a(a) = 0 and (4) holds. On the other hand, if Z(u) f 0, we 
have IN(Z(u))l = 6 and thus by (13) or (14): a(u) 6 2 - IZ(u)l. Now (4) follows 
again from (20) if liZ( 2= 2. 
In the remaining situation IZ(u)l = 1, that is Z(u) = {z}, we distinguish two 
cases. 
Case 1. V=N(u)U{ } h z w ence n = 6 + 2. Since G is not isomorphic to the 
complement of a one-regular graph, G cannot be &regular. Thus there is a vertex 
x,, E N(u) with N(x,,) = V. So p(G) = 1 and (4) holds. 
Case 2. V # N(u) U {z}. Since G is connected, there is a vertex c $ N(u) U 
{z}, which is adjacent to some b E N(u). Now we put V,: = N(u) U {z, c} and 
shall use Lemma 1. Since IV,/ = 6 + 3, inequality (7) reads 
2p(G)cn+l-6+2@;)-4-lZ,,l. (21) 
If Z,, = 0, then {a, b} is a dominating set for Go, whence /3(G,,) d 2. If lZol 3 2, 
the set {a, b, c} is dominating for Go since N(c) 2 Z,, and we have /3(&) < 3. In 
both situations (21) yields (4). 
Finally we assume that Z. consists of exactly one vertex u. If b E N(u), then 
{a, b} is dominating for Go. If b $ N(u), then N(u) 2 N(u)\(b) and therefore 
{u, b} will be a dominating set of G,,. Hence it follows p(C%J s 2 and once more 
(21) implies (4). 0 
Theorem 9. Zf G is disconnected without isolated vertices and with at least one 
component not isomorphic to a square, then we have again 
2/3(G)<n+l-6. (4) 
Remark. If each of the x components of G is a square, then /3(G) = 2x. Since 
6 = 2 and n = 431, inequality (4) does not hold. 
Proof of Theorem 9. Zf G1, . . . , G, are the components of G with n(Gi) =: Iti, 
we distinguish two cases. 
Case 1. All Gi are isomorphic to certain complementary one-regular graphs. 
Without loss of generality we may assume n, 2 6. If nk = min{ni ( 1 Q i < x}, then 
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6=nk-2 and 
n+1-6=n-nk+3=C%+3>4(X-1)+3, 
i#k 
since ni 2 4 and 2 6. Therefore n nl + 1 - S 3 4x. On the other hand we have 
e(Gi) = 2, thus /3(G) = 231 and hence 2&G) = 4% s n + 1 - 6. 
Case 2. Without loss of generality let GI be not isomorphic to any complemen- 
tary one-regular graph. Now Theorem 8 together with (1) implies 
2~(G)cn,+1-6(GI)+n,+~~~+nx~n+1-6. •I 
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